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Final Exam (100 points) 
 
Instruction: This take-home and open-book/textbook exam accounts for 40 percent of the 
final grade. Download the template file and then write down your answers there. Try to write 
your own sentences as opposed to those copied from textbooks or papers. Be concise and hit 
the highlight. Submit your answer to kucc625@iuj.ac.jp by 16:00 on Wednesday, June 15.  
 
Caution: (1) You may NOT communicate (including written, verbal, gestural, and other 
forms of communication) with anyone else other than the instructor about this exam. (2) DO 
NOT ASK your classmates to show their work. DO NOT SHOW your work to other 
classmates. (3) When coping or paraphrasing some parts of a book, paper, report, or Internet 
resources, you MUST cite the source or give credit to authors in order to avoid plagiarism. 
In-text citation is sufficient if sources are listed in the syllabus; otherwise, you must provide 
the sources in the reference section. The failure to comply with these rules will be considered 
academic dishonesty and misconduct. I trust each of you implicitly, but you should be aware 
of IUJ’s policy on plagiarism and cheating. The penalties include sanctions from immediate F 
in this course and up to expulsion from the university.  
 
 
Question 1. The following is a sensitivity report that Excel Solver produced. This is a 
product mix LP that maximizes the profit of a company. x1, x2, and x3 denote the decision 
variables of tables, chairs, and bookcases, respectively.  
 
Variable Cells 

    Final Reduced Objective Allowable Allowable 
Cell Name Value Cost Coefficient Increase Decrease 

$C$12 Production Tables 20 0 360 40 95 
$D$12 Production Chairs 0 -21  170  21  1E+30 
$E$12 Production Bookcases 130 0 250 110 25 

       
Constraints       

    Final Shadow Constraint Allowable Allowable 
Cell Name Value Price R.H. Side Increase Decrease 

$F$7 Assembly (minutes) Used 8,100 4  8,100  900  600  
$F$8 Finishing (minutes) Used 4,500 2  4,500  360  1,463  
$F$9 Wood (pounds) Used 8,100 0 9,000 1E+30 900 

 
1.1  (20 points) Write down the objective function (mathematical expression) and show how 

the value of objective function is calculated at the optimal solution. Ignore the unit of 
measurement and scale issues.  
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1.2  (20 points) Despite the current optimal solution (baseline), your boss wants to produce at 
least one unit of chairs. Report (1) the circumstance under which such a “wish” is likely 
(condition to justify the production of chairs) and (2) the impact of such decision on the 
profit of the company so that your boss can make a rational decision. Write down full 
sentences as if you are writing a policy analysis report. 

 
Question 2. Imagine a multiple server queueing system (M/M/s/FCFS/∞/∞) whose mean 
arrival rate (λ) is 150 per hour and mean service rate (µ) is 80 per hour. The opportunity cost 
of a client is $100 per client and the unit cost of a servant (server) is $200 per server. Use 4 
digits below the decimal point (.) to avoid rounding errors. 
 

s ρ L Lq W Wq Service Cost Waiting Cost Total Cost 
2   13.6089 .1032 .0907    
3   .6457 .0168 .0043    
4   .1276 .0134 .0009    
5   .0283 .0127 .0002    

 
2.1 (20 points) Calculate ρ (rho, utilization factor) and L. Show your calculation clearly in 

proper mathematical expression (Little’s formula). Then calculate the expected service 
cost (SC), expected waiting cost (WC), and expected total social cost (TC=SC+WC) as 
shown in Figure 11.17 (pp. 485-488) of H&H (2019).  
 

2.2 (20 points) Your boss requires that (1) a utilization factor must be greater than .3 and 
smaller than .9 and (2) the average waiting time in the system should be shorter than 5 
minutes (NOT hour). Which queueing system (the optimal number of servers) would you 
like to recommend? Write a paragraph and explain your reasoning to your boss.   

 
2.3 (20 points) Remember the video clip of Modern Times (1936) that you watched in the 

class. Describe the queueing system that the CEO wanted but was spoiled by such an 
eccentric that Charlie Chaplin starred. Use Kendall’s notation and explain each element 
one by one (e.g., clients’ arrival) until queue discipline, assuming infinite (∞) calling 
population and system capacity to accommodate clients.  

 
End of the final exam.  



-----------

1.1 According to the sensitivity report, the optimal solution to maximize the profit of the 
company is to produce 20 tables, 0 chair and 130 bookcases. That means: 

Xl = 20,X2 == 0, X3 == 130 

Objective funtion == 360 x Xl. + 170 X X2 + 2..50 X X3 J 

= 360 x 20 + 170 x 0 + 250 x 130 == 39700 


~ So, the value of objective function in thisCase is 39700. 

1.2 In the sensitivity report, the reduced cost of "chairs" is " ..21". There 2 are ways to 

interpret this index: 

- It is the minimum number by which the ~nit profitof "chairs" would have to be 
reduced to make it worth . 0 start manufacturing chairs. The coefficient of cha!ps' (unit 

profit) must increas to 19 so it would be 0 i to r uce chairs. / 

- If we keep the current it profi~d force to prqduce 1 chair, the company's 
estimated profit will decrease by 21. V . 

Writing the policy analysis report: ... 

"Given the company's current conditions and constraints, the number of products to 
maximize the company's profits is 20 tables and 130 bookcases. Chair will not be considered 

because the profit that this product brings i~_~ot l~g~_~!l~uZ-q (compared to other products). 
Therefore: 

(1) the context under which such a "wish" is likely: J\~OC~ 
- If you want the company to produce this item and sell it on the market ~Wdttl;l11a:eQmt~=~ 

~ting the' c'lnpany's estimatee piQfi9the unit profit of this product must increase by 21 
(l.!!lit of currency). . 

(2) the impact ofsuch decision on the profit ofthe company / 
.. In case the company keeps the unit profit and produces this product to market, the 

company's estimated profit will be reduced-hy 21 (unit of currency) for each chair produced." 
~ ~ 

Q2. 
It == 150; ~;;: 80 
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2.1 

M/M/YPCFS/oo/oo 
A 150 " , 

p =  :=: - == 0.9375 .j 
SX~ 2x80 

A ,150 ' 
L2 = Lq2 + .... == 13.6089 + __ ~ 15.4839 if 

~" 80, I 
SC2 == S X $200 :::: 2 X $200 := $400 
WC2 = L2 X $100 = 15.4839 X $100 == $1548.39 
TC2 =SC2 + WC2 == $1948.39 ./ 

MIMIlfFCFS/oo/oo 
A 150 

P == - == " :=: 0.625 ( 
s X J.l 3 X 80 

A ,150 
L3 == Lq3 +~ == 0.6457 +80 ::: 2.5207 ( 

..r 

se3 == s X $200 =3 X $200 ~ $600 
WCa =L3 X $100 ~ 2.5207 )( $100 ~ $252.07 I 
TCa == SC!, -+ WC3 == $600 +$252.07 ~ $852.071 

MIMIjIFCFS/oo/oo 
A 150 

P == ~x '~ ~ 4~~g(i ,: Oi4~88 ~ 
A , ,,' 150 _ ,',_ 

L4 == Lq4 +-- c 0.1216 + 0"0'9 =: 2.0026 I 

~ 9 , " / 

SC4 == S X $200 =: 4 X $200 :: $800 I / 

WC4 == L4 X $100 :::: 2.0026 X $100 := $200.26 j 
TC4 == SC4 + WC4 == $800 + $200.26 == $1000.26 ) 

MIMI~IFCFS/oo/oo 
A 150 , J

P == - = ',' . == 0.375 
S x Jl 5 x 80 

A 150 
Ls "" Lqs + ~ == 0.0283 + 80 == 1.9033 / 

SCs == s X $200 == 5 x $200 == $1000 / . 
WCs :::: Ls X $100 e 1.9033 X $100 :z: $190.33/ 
res:::: scs +wcs == $1000 + $190.33 :!:e: $1190.3~ 

s P L W W- Service cos Waiting Cost Cost 

2 .9375 .1032 .0907 $400 $1548.39/ $1948.39 

3 .625 2.5207 .0168 .0043 $252.07 $852.07
i ;~~~ Y $1000.264 4688 2.0026 .1276 .0134 • CHj09 8,,0 . $200.26 

$1190.335 
.
.375 

1 

1.9033 .0283 • d 12 ~i .0002 $1000 J $190.33 

I 
2.2, 
Condition 1: 0.3 < P < 0.9 s 
Condition 2: Ws ~ 5 (minutes) 

8Ulnmary of queueing model with Waiting unit being converted to minutes: 
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s L ~ ~~.~~ ---~) Service cost Waiting Cost Total Cost P 
.0907 $400 $1548."39" $1948.39. 9 5 15.48392 

.625 2.5207 .0043 $600 $252.07 $852.07 


4 .4688 2.0026 

3 

.0009 $800 $200.26 $1000.26 

5 .375 1.9033 .0002 $1000 $190.33 $1190.33 

Based on the summary table, 3-server system, 4-sever system and 5-sever system are systems 
~tisfy.-!!!e first condition. _The average waiting time in these systems satisfy the second 

condition. Therefore, the factor to consider in choosing the most suitable system is the total 
social cost. In this case, I would recommend the J-server model because in this model, the 

{ - .-----~~ ~- ---.. ---. 

total social cost is the lowest ($852.07) comy-ar~d to the total social cost oftll~_other 2 models 

($1. 000:26 antlIJ9U]3)-:---- ~-----~ ~-~--- --~~-~ 


Fai-agraphiC;-explain: 
"Based on the above results, there are 3 models that meet your conditions: 3-sever 


model, 4-server model and 5-~erver model. The u!iIization factors of these models 

are .625, .4688, and .375 respectively. The average waiting time in all three of these models 

is much lower than requirement as customers only have to wait 1 minute 0.48 seconds in the 

3-server model, 4,..8.24 ~econds in th~~Y~LmQ~4~L§n<L45.72$econds in the3-server 

model. 

Thus, I suggest ~eapply the 3-server DJode] In this model, the service cost we have 

to..ray i~ the lowest and the diffCrCnee in ~vvaiting time compared te-the other-tw-O-models-i-s
IlQt~h~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~ factor i~ this nlodel is also at a reasonable level, not 
t V00 Ign or lOO lOW. 
~---.. . ~ 

2.3 

Queueing system that the CEO wanted: D/D41FIFS/oo/oo with many stages. 


- Arrival process (D): The devices that need to be handled are put on an automatic . / 

line. The distance between the devices is the same, or in other words, the interarrival time of V 

the devices is the same. This follows degenerate distribution. 


- Service process (D): The input devices are all the same when reaching the sever, so. / 

the processing times for the devices will also be the same and continuous. The service time V 

alSo follow degenerate distribution. 


- Number of parallel severs (1): This chain goes through many different stages ;t1~ 

through a single server. Chaplin is the first server in tZislti-stage single server system. I.
m / 
The number of sever is 1. -e0IJ dy~ 

- Queue discipline: FIFS, first-in-first-served. he device that is sent to the server first r 
will be processed first. ... 

The mistake of this system is to see people as machines and want to exploit the 

maximum efficiency of human labor. However, in this case, the server is a human, and it is 

almost impossible to get a human to work at maximum capacity for long periods of time, 

especially with physical work like in this case. Since this is a multi-stage model, when the 

first server, Chaplin, cannot maintain his performance and caused an errol} all -of the 

following steps were affected. (~""' I ~/ 


j("5'~ .) rZ/J~ 

End of exam f-kJr- f, /~'-"--
~C..e v...-e 
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